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Amended proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION TEC) 
providing for the adjustment, as an autonomous and transitional measure, 
of certain agricultural concessions provided for in the Europe Agreements 
and modifying the Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 opening and administering certain 
Community tariff quotas in 1995 for certain agricultural products and for beer, 
to take account of the Agreement on Agriculture concluded during the Uruguay 
Round Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 189 a (2) 
of the EC-Treaty) 

Amended proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (FD 
providing for the adjustment, as an autonomous and transitional measure, 
of certain agricultural concessions provided for in the Europe Agreements 
and modifying the Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 opening and administering certain 
Community tariff quotas in 1995 for certain agricultural products and for beer, 
to take account of the Agreement on Agriculture concluded during the Uruguay 
Round Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
The Council of the European Union, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Europe Agreements concluded between the European Communities and their 
Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Hungary, the Republic of Poland, 
the Slovak Republic, the Czech Republic, Romania and the Republic of Bulgaria, of the 
other part (1) provide for concessions for certain agricultural products originating in those 
countries; whereas those concessions involve reductions in the variable levies under tariff 
quotas and reductions in customs duties; 
Whereas the Protocols 3 of the Europe Agreements concluded between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Hungary, the 
Republic of Poland, the Slovak Republic, the Czech Republic, Romania and the Republic 
of Bulgaria, of the other part provide for concessions for certain processed agricultural 
products originating in those countries whereas those concessions involve, in due cases, 
reductions in the variable components provided for in the Regulation (EC) No 3448/94 
(2); 
(1) OJ N° L347, 31.12.1993, p. 1 (Hungary) 
OJ N° L348, 31.12.1993, p. 1 (Poland) 
OJ N° L360, 31.12.1994, p. 1 (Slovak Républic) 
OJ N° L359, 31.12.1994, p. 1 (Czech Républic) 
OJN° L357, 31.12.1994, p. 1 (Romania) 
OJ N° L358, 31.12.1994, p. 1 (Bulgaria) 
(2) OJN° L318, 20.12.1993, p. 18 
A 
Whereas the Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 (3) has adjusted autonomously and temporarily 
concessions regarding certain agricultural products granted in the framework of the 
Europe Agreements concluded with the Republic of Hungary, the Republic of Poland, the 
Slovak Republic, the Czech Republic, Romania and the Republic of Bulgaria, as a result 
of the accession of Austria, Finland and Sweden and to take into account the existing 
trade between those States of the one part and the Republic of Hungary, the Republic of 
Poland, the Slovak Republic, the Czech Republic, Romania and the Republic of Bulgaria 
of the othe part; 
Whereas, pursuant to the Agreement on Agriculture concluded during the Uruguay Round 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations (4), the Community undertook to replace all variable 
agricultural levies and other non-tariff barriers by fixed customs duties from 1 July 1995; 
Whereas the replacement of variable levies by customs duties could affect the concessions 
granted pursuant to Annex I of Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 and could reduce the 
preferential access to the Community market granted to the associated countries of 
Central Europe; whereas, in order to avoid such a negative effect, these concessions 
should be adapted for the second half of 1995; 
Whereas the replacement of variable levies and other barriers by customs duties affects 
the concessions granted pursuant to the Europe Agreements and could reduce the 
preferential access to the Community market granted to the associated countries of 
Central Europe; whereas, in order to ensure a smooth transition to the arrangements 
applicable from 1 July and to maintain the degree of preference granted, it is therefore 
necessary to adjust the concessions provided for in those Agreements; 
Whereas to that end, and in accordance with the directives adopted by the Council on 
6 March 1995, negotiations are currently under way with the countries concerned for the 
conclusion of protocols amending the Europe Agreements; whereas "interim" protocols 
will solely cover the trade-related aspects of the amending protocols; whereas, given the 
short time-scale involved however, the interim protocols cannot enter into force on 1 July 
1995; whereas, the agricultural concessions provided for under the Europe Agreements 
must therefore be adjusted as an autonomous and transitional measure from that date 
pending the conclusion and entry into force of the interim protocols, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
(3) OJN° L366, 31.12.1994, p. 3 
(4) OJN° L336, 31.12.1994, p. 13 
Article 1 
This Regulation lays downs amendments to the concessions for certain agricultural 
products provided for in the Europe Agreements concluded with the Republic of Hungary, 
the Republic of Poland, the Slovak Republic, the Czech Republic, Romania and the 
Republic of Bulgaria made necessary by the implementation of the Agreement on 
Agriculture concluded during the Uruguay Round Multilateral Trade Negotiations. 
Article 2 
1. The agricultural products originating in the Republic of Poland listed in 
Annexes Villa, VHIb, Xa, Xb and Xc of the Europe Agreement concluded 
between the European Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and 
the Republic of Poland, of the other part shall be eligible, until the 31st od 
December, for the concessions referred to in Annex (I) hereto. 
2. The processed agricultural products originating in the Republic of Poland listed 
in Protocol 3 of the Europe Agreement concluded between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of 
Poland, of the other part shall subject to the duties referred to in Annex (VIII) 
hereto. 
3. On the date of entry into force of the interim protocol amending the Europe 
Agreement referred to in paragraph 1, the concessions provided for in that 
protocol shall replace those referred to in Annexes (I) and (VIII) hereto. 
4. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in Poland not listed in Annex (I) 
hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 
is greater than the sum of the'duty and the lew applicable* on 1 June 1995. The 
volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal imports originating in Poland. The duty applicable within these tariff 
quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga omnes duty and levy applicable on 
1 June 1995. 
5. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in Poland listed in Annex (I) 
hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, and for wich 
the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is greater than the 
sum of the erga omnes duty and l ew applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in Poland. The duty 
applicable within these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga omnes 
duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
6. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995. 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in Poland not listed 
in Annex (VIII) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable 
on 1 July 1995 is greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. 
The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's 
annual traditionnal imports originating in Poland. 
7. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in Poland listed in 
Annex (VIII) hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, 
and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is 
greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in Poland. 
8. From 1 July 1995, and for the products originating in Poland, the duty rates 
provided for in Annex (I) of Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 shall be replaced by the 
rates indicated in Annex (VII) hereto. 
9. For the products originating in Poland, the Commission may reduce the specific 
amount applicable within the quota opened in the framework of GATT of 169.000 
heads of live bovine animals to as far as 75 % of the applicable MFN specific 
amount. 
10. The Commission shall only adopt the detailed rules for the application of this 
Regulation regarding the implementation of the concessions provided for in the 
previous paragraphs if it has reassured itself that comparable measures will be 
implemented simultaneously or as soon as possible by Poland. 
Article 3 
1. The agricultural products originating in the Republic of Hungary listed in 
Annexes Villa, VHIb, Xa, Xb and Xc of the Europe Agreement concluded 
between the European Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and 
the Republic of Hungary, of the other part shall be eligible for the concessions 
referred to in Annex (II) hereto. 
2. The processed agricultural products originating in the Republic of Hungary listed 
in Protocol 3 of the Europe Agreement concluded between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of 
Hungary, of the other part shall subject to the duties referred to in Annex (IX) 
hereto. 
3. On the date of entry into force of the interim protocol amending the Europe 
Agreement referred to in paragraph 1, the concessions provided for in that 
protocol shall replace those referred to in Annexes (II) and (IX) hereto. 
4. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in Hungary not listed in Annex 
(II) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 
1995 is greater than the sum of the duty and the levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's 
annual traditionnal imports originating in Hungary. The duty applicable within 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga omnes duty and levy 
applicable on 1 June 1995. 
5. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in Hungary listed in Annex (II) 
hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, and for wich 
the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is greater than the 
sum of the erga omnes duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in Hungary. The duty 
applicable within these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga omnes 
duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
6. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 3 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in Hungary not listed 
in Annex (IX) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable 
on 1 July 1995 is greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. 
The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's 
annual traditionnal imports originating in Hungary. 
7. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in Hungary listed in 
Annex (IX) hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, 
and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is 
greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in Hungary. 
8. From 1 July 1995, and for the products originating in Hungary, the duty rates 
provided for in Annex (I) of Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 shall be replaced by the 
rates indicated in Annex (VII) hereto. 
9. For the products originating in Hungary, the Commission may reduce the specific 
amount applicable within the quota opened in the framework of GATT of 169.000 
heads of live bovine animals to as far as 75 % of the applicable MFN specific 
amount. 
10. The Commission shall only adopt the detailed rules for the application of this 
Regulation regarding the implementation of the concessions provided for in the 
previous paragraphs if it has reassured itself that comparable measures will be 
implemented simultaneously or as soon as possible by Hungary. 
Article 4 
1. The agricultural products originating in the Slovak Republic listed in 
Annexes XIa, Xlb, XII and XIII of the Europe Agreement concluded between the 
European Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Slovak 
Republic, of the other part shall be eligible for the concessions referred to in 
Annex (III) hereto. 
2. The processed agricultural products originating in the Slovak Republic listed in 
Protocol 3 of the . Europe Agreement concluded between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Slovak Republic, 
of the other part shall subject to the duties referred to in Annex (X) hereto. 
3. On the date of entry into force of the interim protocol amending the Europe 
Agreement referred to in paragraph 1, the concessions provided for in that 
protocol shall replace those referred to in Annexes (III) and (X) hereto. 
4. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in the Slovak Republic not listed 
in Annex (III) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable 
on 1 July 1995 is greater than the sum of the duty and the levy applicable on 1 
June 1995. The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the 
Community's annual traditionnal imports originating in the Slovak Republic. The 
duty applicable within these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga 
omnes duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
5. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in the Slovak Republic listed in 
Annex (III) hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, 
and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is 
greater than the sum of the erga omnes duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's 
annual traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in the Slovak 
Republic. The duty applicable within these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum 
of the erga omnes duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
6. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in the Slovak Republic 
not listed in Annex (X) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff 
applicable on 1 July 1995 is greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 
June 1995. The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the 
Community's annual traditionnal imports originating in the Slovak Republic. 
7. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in the Slovak Republic 
listed in Annex (X) hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff 
quota, and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 
is greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in the Slovak Republic. 
8. From 1 July 1995, and for the products originating in the Slovak Republic, the 
duty rates provided for in Annex (I) of Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 shall be 
replaced by the rates indicated in Annex (VII) hereto. 
9. For the products originating in the Slovak Republic, the Commission may reduce 
the specific amount applicable within the quota opened in the framework of 
GATT of 169.000 heads of live bovine animals to as far as 75 % of the applicable 
MFN specific amount. 
10. The Commission shall only adopt the detailed rules for the application of this 
Regulation regarding the implementation of the concessions provided for in the 
previous paragraphs if it has reassured itself that comparable measures will be 
implemented simultaneously or as soon as possible by the Slovak Republic. 
Article 5 
1. The agricultural products originating in the Czech Republic listed in Annexes XIa, 
Xlb, XII and XIII of the Europe Agreement concluded between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Czech Republic, 
of the other part shall be eligible for the concessions referred to in Annex (IV) 
hereto. 
2. The processed agricultural products originating in the Czech Republic listed in 
Protocol 3 of the Europe Agreement concluded between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Czech Republic, 
of the other part shall subject to the duties referred to in Annex (XI) hereto. 
3. On the date of entry into force of the interim protocol amending the Europe 
Agreement referred to in paragraph 1, the concessions provided for in that 
protocol shall replace those referred to in Annexes (IV) and (XI) hereto. 
4. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in the Czech Republic not listed 
in Annex (IV) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable 
on 1 July 1995 is greater than the sum of the duty and the levy applicable on 1 
June 1995. The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the 
Community's annual traditionnal imports originating in the Czech Republic. The 
duty applicable within these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga 
omnes duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
5. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in the Czech Republic listed in 
Annex (IV) hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, 
and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is 
greater than the sum of the erga omnes duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's 
annual traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in the Czech Republic. 
The duty applicable within these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga 
omnes duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
6. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in the Czech Republic 
not listed in Annex (XI) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff 
applicable on 1 July 1995 is greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 
June 1995. The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the 
Community's annual traditionnal imports originating in the Czech Republic. 
7. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in the Czech Republic 
listed in Annex (XI) hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff 
quota, and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 
is greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in the Czech Republic. 
8. From 1 July 1995, and for the products originating in the Czech Republic, the 
duty rates provided for in Annex (I) of Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 shall be 
replaced by the rates indicated in Annex (VII) hereto. 
9. For the products originating in the Czech Republic, the Commission may reduce 
the specific amount applicable within the quota opened in the framework of 
GATT of 169.000 heads of live bovine animals to as far as 75 % of the applicable 
MFN specific amount. 
10. The Commission shall only adopt the detailed rules for the application of this 
Regulation regarding the implementation of the concessions provided for in the 
previous paragraphs if it has reassured itself that comparable measures will be 
implemented simultaneously or as soon as possible by the Czech Republic 
Article 6 
1. The agricultural products originating in Romania listed in Annexes XIa, Xlb, Xlla 
and Xllb of the Europe Agreement concluded between the European Communities 
and their Member States, of the one part, and Romania, of the other part shall be 
eligible for the concessions referred to in Annex (V) hereto. 
2. The processed agricultural products originating in Roumania listed in Protocol 3 
of the Europe Agreement concluded between the European Communities and their 
Member States, of the one part, and tRoumania, of the other part shall subject to 
the duties referred to in Annex (XII) hereto. 
3. On the date of entry into force of the interim protocol amending the Europe 
Agreement referred to in paragraph 1, the concessions provided for in that 
protocol shall replace those referred to in Annexes (V) and (XII) hereto. 
4. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in Romania not listed in Annex 
(V) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 
1995 is greater than the sum of the duty and the lew applicable on 1 June 1995. 
The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's 
annual traditionnal imports originating in Romania. The duty applicable within 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga omnes duty and levy 
applicable on 1 June 1995. 
5. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in Romania listed in Annex (V) 
hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, and for wich 
the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is greater than the 
sum of the erga omnes duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in Romania. The duty 
applicable within these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga omnes 
duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
6. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in Romania not listed 
in Annex (XII) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable 
on 1 July 1995 is greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. 
The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's 
annual traditionnal imports originating in Romania. 
7. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in Romania listed in 
Annex (XII) hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, 
and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is 
greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in Romania. 
8. From 1 July 1995, and for the products originating in Romania, the duty rates 
provided for in Annex (I) of Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 shall be replaced by the 
rates indicated in Annex (VII) hereto. 
9. For the products originating in Romania, the Commission may reduce the specific 
amount applicable within the quota opened in the framework of GATT of 169.000 
heads of live bovine animals to as far as 75 % of the applicable MFN specific 
amount. 
10. The Commission shall only adopt the detailed rules for the application of this 
Regulation regarding the implementation of the concessions provided for in the 
previous paragraphs if it has reassured itself that comparable measures will be 
implemented simultaneously or as soon as possible by Romania. 
Article 7 
1. The agricultural products originating in the Republic of Bulgaria listed in 
Annexes XIa, Xlb, XHIa and Xlllb of the Europe Agreement concluded between 
the European Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the 
Republic of Bulgaria, of the other part shall be eligible for the concessions 
referred to in Annex (VI) hereto. 
2. The processed agricultural products originating in the Republic of Bulgaria listed 
in Protocol 3 of thé Europe Agreement concluded between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of 
Bulgaria, of the other part shall subject to the duties referred to in Annex (XIII) 
hereto. 
3. On the date of entry into force of the interim protocol amending the Europe 
Agreement referred to in paragraph 1, the concessions provided for in that 
protocol shall replace those referred to in Annexes (VI) and (DCIII) hereto. 
4. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in Bulgaria not listed in Annex 
(VI) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 
1995 is greater than the sum of the duty and the levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
The volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's 
annual traditionnal imports originating in Bulgaria. The duty applicable within 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga omnes duty and levy 
applicable on 1 June 1995. 
5. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for agricultural products originating in Bulgaria listed in Annex (VI) 
hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, and for wich 
the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is greater than the 
sum of the erga omnes duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in Bulgaria. The duty 
applicable within these tariff quotas shall be equal to the sum of the erga omnes 
duty and levy applicable on 1 June 1995. 
6. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in Bulgaria not listed 
in Annex (XIII) hereto and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable 
on 1 July 1995 is greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. 
Thé volume of these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's 
annual traditionnal imports originating in Bulgaria. 
7. The Commission may open, according to the rules for the application of this 
Regulation referred to in article 8 below and from 1 July to 31 December 1995, 
tariff quotas for processed agricultural products originating in Bulgaria listed in 
Annex (XIII) hereto, but for wich the preference is granted within a tariff quota, 
and for wich the new Community customs tariff applicable on 1 July 1995 is 
greater than the total import charge applicable on 1 June 1995. The volume of 
these tariff quotas shall be equal to one half of the Community's annual 
traditionnal and non-preferential imports originating in Bulgaria. 
8. From 1 July 1995, and for the products originating in Bulgaria, the duty rates 
provided for in Annex (I) of Regulation (EC) no 3379/94 shall be replaced by the 
rates indicated in Annex (VII) hereto. 
9. For the products originating in Bulgaria, the Commission may reduce the specific 
amount applicable within the quota opened in the framework of GATT of 169.000 
heads of live bovine animals to as far as 75 % of the applicable MFN specific 
amount. 
10. The Commission shall only adopt the detailed rules for the application of this 
Regulation regarding the implementation of the concessions provided for in the 
previous paragraphs if it has reassured itself that comparable measures will be 
implemented simultaneously or as soon as possible by Bulgaria. 
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Article 8 
The Commission shall adopt the detailed rules for the application of this Regulation in 
accordance with the. procedure laid down in Article 23 of Regulation (EEC) No 1766/92 
(5), as last amended by Regulation (EC) No 3290/94 (6), and the corresponding 
provisions of the other Regulations on the common organization of the markets, and, for 
processed agricultural products, in accordance with the procedure laid down inArticle 16 
of Regulation (EC) No 3448/94. 
Article 9 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its publication in the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 July 1995 until 31 December 1995. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
(5) OJN° L181, 1.7.1992, p. 21 
(6) OJ N° L349, 31.12.1994, p. 105 
ANNEX I 
List of concessions referred to in article 2.1 0) 
Imports into the Community of the following products originating in Poland 
shall be subject to the concessions set out below : 




































Live horses, for slaughter 
Live bovine animals : 
160 kg < weight < 300 kg 
weight < 80 kg 
Heifers and cows of the following mountain breeds : 
grey, brown, yellow, spotted Simmental and Pinzgau 
Live swine, domestic 
Live sheep or goats 
Meat of sheep or goats 
Meat of bovine animals, fresh, 
chilled or frozen 
Meat of domestic swine 


























































































Edible offal of horses, asses, mules and hinnies 
Chicken 
Cuts of chicken 
Turkey 
Ducks 
. Cuts of ducks, boneless, 
fresh, chilled or frozen 
Breasts and cuts thereof, 
of ducks, with bone-in, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Legs and cuts thereof, 









































Geese 17200 20 
Whole wings, with or without tips, of 
geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Backs, necks, backs with necks attached 
rumps and wings tips, of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Goose paletots, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Goose offal, other than livers, fresh, 
chilled or frozen 
0207.31.00 
0207.50.10 










Other meat and edible meat offal, of domestic rabbits 
Other than domestics rabbits 
Of frog's legs 
Of domestic pigeons 

























Meat of domestic swine, 





Skimmed milk powder 
Whole milk powder 







































D e s c r i p t i o n 
Butter 
Cheese 
Eggs of poultry in shell 
Whole eggs, dried 
Other whole eggs, not in shell 
Natural honey 
Budded or grafted roses 
Cut flowers and flower buds of a kind suitable for bouquets... : Other 
Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, without flowers : 
Fresh 































































































Carrots, fresh or chilled 
Celeriac, fresh or chilled 
Horse-radish 
Root vegetables, other 
Cucumbers 




Other leguminous vegetables. 
Beans 








Fruit of genus Capsicum or Pimenta, excluding sweet peppers 
Other vegetables, frozen 
Mixture of vegetables, frozen 
Cucumbers and gherkins 
Fruit of genus Capsicum or Pimenta, excluding sweet peppers 
































































































Peas, dried, for sowing 
Chick peas, for sowing 
. Beans, for sowing 
Small red beans, for sowing 
Kidney-beans, for sowing 
Other, for sowing 
Apples 
Sour cherries, fresh, fromi May to 15 July : from 1 May to 20 May 
Other 
Sour cherries, fresh, 16 July to 30 April : from 11 August to 30 April 
Other 
Plums, from 1 July to 30 September 
























































































































Fruit salads not containing prunes 
Fruit salads containing prunes 
Mixtures exclusively of dried nuts 
Other mixtures not containing prunes or figs 
Other mixtures containing prunes or figs 
1456 20 
0904.20.90 Fruit of genus Capsicum or Pimenta, crushed or ground unlimited 33 
1008.10.00 Buckwheat 4350 20 
1108.13.00 Potato starch 7500 20 
1601.00.91 
1601.00.99 









Preserved meat of domestic swine 9600 20 
1602.20.11 
1602 20.19 





























Fruit of genus Capsicum other than sweet peppers and pimentos 
Mushrooms 
Peas 
Beans, not shelled 
Fruit of genus Capsicum 
Sour cherry jam 
Strawberry jam 
Raspberry jam 
With sugar content > 30% by weight. Fruit falling within heading 
Nos 0801,0803. 0804 (except figs and pineapples). 0807 20 00, 
0810 20 90. 0810 30 90. 0810 40 10. 0810 40 50. 0810 40 90. 
0810 90 
Strawberries 
Fruit falling within heading 
Nos 0803.0804 (except figs). 0807 20 00. 
0810 20 90. 0810 30 90. 0810 40 10. 0810 40 50, 0810 40 90, 
0810 90 
Apple juice, other 




































(1) Notwithstanding the rules for the interpretation of the combined nomenclature, the wording for the description of the products is to be considered 
as having no more than indicative value, the preferential scheme being determined, within the context of this annex, by the coverage of the CN code. Where exCN codes are indicated, 
the preferential scheme is to be determined by application to the CN code and corresponding description taken together. 
(2) Entry within this code'is subject to conditions laid down in the relevant Community provisions. 
(3) The quota for this produa is opened for the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary. Poland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. In case imports into the 
Community of live bovine domestic animals may exceed 500,000 heads for any given year, the Community may take the management measures needed to protect its market, notwithstanding 
any other rights given under the Agreement. 
(4) The quota for this product is opened for the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. The applied duty is 6 %. 
(5) The Community may take into account, in the framework of its legislation and when appropriate, the supply needs of its market and the need to maintain its market balance. 
(6) Possibility of converting limited quantities. 
(7) Excluding tenderloin presented alone. 
(8) In dried egg equivalent (1 kg liquid egg = 0.25 kg of dried egg). 
(9) See comments no. K to 37 on entry prices, Schedule LXXX- European Communities. Section !-A. 
(10) Minimum duty applicable (MFN) 
(11) Minimum duty applicable - 2.1 ECU/100 kg net 
(12) .Subject to minimum import puce arrangements contained m the au;e\ to Annexes Villb am! Xc (l-'tin-pe Apcement) foi products for processing. 
(13) The leilnctioii applies only on tlie ad v.iloietn pail of llieduly 
&b 
ANNEX II 
List of concessions referred to in article 3.1 (1) 
Imports into the Community of the following products originating in Hungary 
shall be subject to the concessions set out below : 
(MFN = Most Favored Nation duty) 






Live horses, for slaughter 
Other 





Live bovine animals : 
160 kg < weight < 300 kg 




ex0102.90 Heifers and cows of the following mountain breeds : 
grey, brown, yellow, spotted Simmental and Pinzgau 






Live sheep or goats 

































Meat of swine, fresh, chilled or frozen, other than domestic unlimited free 
0206.29.99 Edible offal of bovines unlimited 50 
0206.80.91 
0206.90.91 





















































Breasts of chicken 
Legs of chicken 
Boneless cuts of chicken 
Ducks 
Cuts of ducks, boneless, 
fresh, chilled or frozen 
Breasts and cuts thereof, of ducks, with bone-in, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Legs and cuts thereof, of ducks, with bone-in, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Breasts of turkey 
Boneless cuts of turkey 
Geese 
Whole wings, with or without tips, of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Backs, necks, backs with necks attached, rumps and wing tips, of geese, fresh, 
'chilled or frozen 
Goose paletots, fresh, chilled or frozen 





















CN code Description quantity 
(tonnes) 
comments Duty 








Other meat and edible meat offal of domestic rabbits 
Other than dom'c rabbits 
Of frog's legs 
Of domestic pigeons 














Balaton, Cream-white, Hajdu, Marvany, Ovari, Bakony, Bacskai, Ban, 
Delicaci cheese "Moson", Oelicaci cheese "Pelso", Goya, Ham-shaped cheese, 






Eggs of poultry in shell 





















Budded or grafted roses 
Trees and shrubs, excluding fruit and forest trees and shrubs; other live plants, 
cuttings and roots, excluding yuccas and cacti not planted in pots, tubs, boxes or 
the like 
Yuccas and cacti not planted in pots, tubs, boxes or the like 
Cut flowers 
Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, without flowers... : fresh 







0703.10 Onions and shallots 58300 20 








140 (S) (14) 20 
CN code Description quantity 
(tonnes) 
comments Duty 
(% of MFN) 
0707.00.25 
0707.00.30 
Cucumbers, fresh or chilled (from 16 May to 31 October) unlimited (9).(14) 80 
ex0709.20.00 Asparagus from 1 October to 31 January. unlimited 75 
0709.51.10 Mushrooms, cultivated 1364 20 





















Other vegetables., frozen 






Cucumbers and gherkins 















Peas, dried, for sowing 
Peas, dried, not for sowing 
Chick peas, for sowing 
Kidney beans, for sowing 
Beans, not for sowing 












































































Sour cherries, fresh, fromi May to 15 July : from 1 May to 20 May 
Other 



















Mixture not containing prunes 
Mixtures containing prunes 
Mixtures exclusively of dried nuts 
Other mixtures not containing prunes or figs 
Other 
Fruit of genus Capsicum or Pimenta, crushed or ground 
Durum wheat 
Common wheat 
Seed of maize (hybrid) 





















































Kentucky blue grass seed 
Rye grass seed 












Industrial fatty alcohols 























other preparations, preserved meat of domestic swine 300 20 
170250.00 Chemically pufe fructose and maltose unlimited free 
2001.10.00 Cucumbers, preserved 20200 20 
2001.90.20 
2005.90.10 
Fruit of genus Capsicum, other than sweet peppers and pimento 











2005.30.00 Sauerkraut 2700 20 
ex2005.90.70 
ex2005.90.80 
Pimentos, mixture preserved 1600 20 
2007.99.10 
2007.99.31 
Plum purée and paste 






CN code Description quantity 
(tonnes) 
comments Duty 




Sour cherry jam 
Strawberry jam 
Raspberry jam 




With sugar content > 30% by weight. Fruit within headings 0801, 0803, 0804 
(except figs and pineapples), 0807.20, 0810.20.90, 0810.30.90, 0810.40 10 
0810.40.50, 0810.40.90, 0810.90.10, 0810.90.30, 0810.90.80 
of tropical products 
Other, fruit within headings 0801, 0803, 0804 
(except figs and pineapples), 0807.20, 0810.20.90, 0810.30.90, 0810.40.10 
0810.40.50. 0810.40.90. 0810.90.10, 0810.90.30, 0810.90.80 
unlimited (14) 27 
2008.60.61 Sour cherries, containing added sugar, in immediate packings of a net content 
















Apple juice, of a density not exceeding 1.33 g/cm3 at 20'C: 
- of a value exceeding 18 ECU/100kg net weight, containing added sugar 
- of a value not exceeding 18 ECU/100kg net weight, with an added sugar content 
not exceeding 30% by weight 




























































(1) Notwithstanding the rules (or the interpretation ot the combined nomenclature, the wording lor the description ot the products is to be considered 
as having no more than indicative value, the preferential scheme being determined, within the context of'this annex, by the coverage of the CN code. Where exCN codes aie indicated, 
Ihe preferential scheme is to be determined by application to the CN code and corresponding description taken together 
(2) Entry within this code is subject to conditions laid down in the relevant Community provisions. 
(3) The quota lor this product is opened (or the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic. Bulgaria. Romania, Hungary. Poland. Estonia. Latvia and Lithuania In case imports into the 
Community of live bovine domestic animals may exceed 500,000 heads for any given year, the Community may take the management measures needed to proiect its market, 
notwithstanding any other rights given under the Agreement. 
(4) The quota for this product is opened for the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. The applied duty is C %. 
(5) The Community may take into account, in the framework of its legislation and when appropriate, the supply needs ot its market and the need to maintain its market balance 
(6) Possibility ol converting limited quantities. 
(7) Excluding tenderloin presented alone 
(8) In dried egg equivalent (1kg liquid egg = 0.25 kg ol dried egg) 
(9) See comments no 14 to 37 on entry prices. Schedule LXXX- European Communities. Section l-A. 
(10) Minimum duty applicable (MFN) 
(11 ) Minimum duty applicable = 2.1 ECU/100 kg net 
(12) Subject to minimum import price arrangements contained in the annex to Annex Vlllb (Europe Agreement) lor products tor processing 
(13) Europe Agreement minimum duty applicable 11ECU/100kg 
(14) The reduction applies only on the ad valorem part of the duty 
& 
ANNEX III 
List of concessions referred to in article 4.1 (1) 
Imports into the Community of the following products originating in the Slovak Republic 
shall be subject to the concessions set out below : 






































Live horses, for slaughter 
Other 
Live bovine animals : 
160 kg < weight < 300 kg 
weight < 80 kg 
Heifers and cows of the following mountain breeds : 
grey, brown, yellow, spotted Simmental and Pinzgau 
Live sheep or goats 
Meat of bovine animals, fresh,chilled or frozen 
Live swine, domestic 
Meat of domestic swine 








































































Meat of sheep or goat 
Chicken carcasses, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Cuts of chicken 
Chicken cuts, boneless 
Ducks 
Cuts of ducks, boneless, 
fresh, chilled or frozen 
Breasts and cuts thereof, of ducks, 
with bone-in.fresh. chilled or frozen 
Legs and cuts thereof, of ducks, 
with bone-in.fresh, chilled or frozen 
Geese 
Whole wings, with or without tips, of 
geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Backs, necks, backs with necks attached 
rumps and wings tips, of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
























































Fatty liver of geese or ducks 
Other meat and edible meat offal, of domestic rabbits 
Other than domestic rabbits 
Of frog's legs 
Of domestic pigeons 
Of game, other than rabbits or hares 
Skimmed milk powder 
Whole milk powder 
Whole milk powdc 
Butter 
Niva 
Moravsky blok. Primator, Otava Javor, Uzeny blok, Kashkaval 
Akawi, Istambul, Jadel, Hermelin, Ostepek, Koliva, Inovec 
Eggs of poultry in shell 
Egg yolks, dried 
Egg yolks, liquid 
Egg yolks, frozen 
Whole eggs, dried 
Other whole eggs, not in shell 
Natural honey 
Budded or grafted roses 








































































Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, without flowers... Fresh 
Cucumbers, fresh or chilled (from 16 May to 31 October) 
Cucumbers and gherkins 
Onions, dried 
Horse-radish (Cochlena armorica) 
Sour cherries, fresh, fromi May to 15 July : from 1 May to 20 May 
Other 







Strawberries, not containing added sugar or other sweetened matter 




Barley for the manufacture of malt 
Wheat flour 


























































Prepared/presserved hams of domestic swino 
Prepared/presserved shoulders of domestic swine 
Other, of domestic swine 
Fruit of genus Capsicum other than sweet peppers and pimentos 
Plum purée and plum paste 
Jams, jellies, marmalades, purées and pastes of cherries with a 















(1) Notwithstanding the rules of interpretation of the combined nomenclature, the wording for the desenption of the products is to be considered as having no more than an 
indicative value, the preferential scheme being determined, within the context of this Annex, by ihe coverage of the CN codes 
Where ex CN codes are indicated, the preferential scheme is to be determined by application of the CN codes and conesponding description taken together 
(2) Entry within this code is subject to conditions laid down in the relevant Community provisions. 
(3) The quota for this product is opened for Bulgaria. Czech Republic. Estonia. Hungary. Latvia. Lithuania. Poland. Romania. Slovak Republic If imports into the Community 
(from all origins) may exceed 500.000 heads for any given year, the CommuYlity may take the management measures needed to protect its market, notwithstanding any other 
rights given under the Agreement 
(4) The quota for this product is opened for the Czech Republic, tlie Slovak Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Poland, fUlonia. Latvia arid Lithuania. The applied duly is 6 %. 
(5) The Community may take into account, in the framework of its legislation, and when appropriate, the supply neeas of ils marvel and the necessity to preserve its balance 
(6) Excluding tenderloin presented alone 
(7) In liquid equivalent : 1 kg of dried egg = 3.9 kg of liquid egg 
(8) In equivalent dried eggs (1 kg liquid - 0.26 kg dried eggs) 
(9) See comments No 14 to 37 on entry prices. Schedule LXXX-European Communities. Section I - A 
(10) Minimum duty applicable (MFN). 
(11) Minimum duty applicable : 2,1 ECU/100 kg net 
(12) Subject to minimum import price arrangement contained in the Annex (Europe Agreement) for products for processing 
(1 3) The reduction applies only on the ad valorem pari of the duly 
3? 
ANNEXE IV 
Liste des concessions visées à l'article 5, paragraphel 0) 
Les importations dans la Communauté des produits suivants originaires de la République Tchèque 
font l'objet des concessions indiquées ci-après : 
(NPF = droit applicable à la nation la plus favorisée) 
CN code Description quantity 
(tonnes) 
comments Duty 
(% of MFN) 
0101.19.10 
0101.19.90 
Live horses, for slaughter 
Other 





Live bovine animals : 
160 kg < weight < 300 kg 




ex0102.90 Heifers and cows of the following mountain breeds : 
grey, brown, yellow, spotted Simmental and Pinzgau 





Live sheep or goats 830 (5) free 
0201 
0202 


















Live swine, domestic 























































Meat of sheep or goat 
Chicken carcasses, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Cuts of chicken 
Chicken cuts, boneless 
Ducks 
Cuts of ducks, boneless, 
fresh, chilled or frozen 
Breasts and cuts thereof, of ducks, 
with bone-in,fresh, chilled or frozen 
Legs and cuts thereof, of ducks, 
with bone-in.fresh. chilled or frozen 
Geese 
Whole wings, with or without tips, of 
geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Backs, necks, backs with necks attached 
rumps and wings tips, of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 























































Fatty liver of geese or ducks 
Other meat and edible meat offal, of domestic rabbits 
* 
Other than domestic rabbits 
Of frog's legs 
Of domestic pigeons 
Of game, other than rabbits or hares 
Skimmed milk powder 
Whole milk powder 
Whole milk powder 
Butter 
Niva 
Moravsky blok. Primator. Otava Javor. Uzeny blok, Kashkaval 
Akawi. Istambul, Jadel. Hermelin, Ostepek, Koliva. Inovec 
Eggs of poultry in shell 
Egg yolks, dried 
Egg yolks, liquid 
Egg yolks, frozen 
Whole eggs, dried 
Other whole eggs, not in shell 
Natural honey 
Budded or grafted roses 








































































Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, without flowers... Fresh 
Cucumbers, fresh or chilled (from 16 May to 31 October) 
Cucumbers and gherkins 
Onions, dried 
Horse-radish (Cochlena armorica) 
Sour cherries, fresh, fromi May to 15 July : from 1 May to 20 May 
Other 







Strawberries, not containing added sugar or other sweetened matter 




Barley for the manufacture of malt 
Wheat flour 


























































Prepared/pressed hams of domestic swine 
Prepared/pressed shoulders of domestic swine 
Other, of domestic swine 
Fruit of genus Capsicum other than sweet peppers and pimentos 
Plum purée and plum paste 
Jams, jellies, marmalades, purées and pastes of cherries with a 















(1) Notwithstanding the rules of interpretation of the combined nomenclature, the wording for the description of the products is to be considered as having no more than an 
indicative value, the preferential scheme being determined, within the context of this Annex, by the coverage of the CN codes. 
Where ex CN codes are Indicated, the preferential scheme is to be determined by application of the CN codes and corresponding description taken together. 
(2) Entry within this code is subject to conditions laid down in the relevant Community provisions. 
(3) The quota for this product is opened for Bulgaria. Czech Republic. Estonia. Hungary. Latvia, Lithuania. Poland. Romania. Slovak Republic. It imports into the Community 
(from all origins) may exceed 500.000 heads for any given year, the Community may take the management measures needed to protect its market, notwithstanding any other 
rights given under the Agreement. 
(4) The quota Tor this product is opened for the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, I lungary, Poland, EsMnia, Latvia and Lithuania. Tlic applied duty is 6 %. 
(5) The Community may take into account, in the framework of its legislation, and when appropriate, the supply needs of its market and the necessity to preserve its balance. 
(6) Excluding tenderloin presented alone. 
(8) In liquid equivalent : 1 kg of dried egg = 3.9 kg of liquid egg 
(9) In equivalent dried eggs (1 kg liquid = 0.26 kg dried eggs) 
(9) See comments No 14 to 37 on entry prices. Schedule LXXX-European Communities. Section I - A 
(10) Minimum duty applicable (MFN). 
(11) Minimum duty applicable : 2.1 ECU/100 kg net. 
(12) Subject 1o minimum import price arrangement contained in the Annex (Europe Agreement) (or products (or processing 
(13) The reduction applies only on Uie ad valorem part of the duty 
4"2-
ANNEX V 
List of concessions referred to in article 6.1 (1) 
Imports into the Community of the following products originating in Romania 
shall be subject to the concessions set out below : 





































Live horses, for slaughter 
Other 
Live bovine animals : 
160 kg < weight < 300 kg 
weight < 80 kg 
Heifers and cows of the following mountain breeds : 
grey, brown, yellow, spotted Simmental and Pinzgau 
Live sheep or goats 
Meat of bovine animals, fresh.chilled or frozen 
Meat of domestic swine 
Meat of swine, fresh, chilled or frozen, other than domestic 











































































Edible offal, fresh, chilled or frozen, of bovine animals 
'65 % chickens', fresh or chilled 
'65 % chickens', frozen 
Cuts of chickens 
Geese 
Whole wings, with or without tips, of 
geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Backs, necks, backs with necks attached 
rumps and wings tips, of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Goose paletots, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Goose offal, other than livers, fresh, 
chilled or frozen 
Fatty I'tver of geese or ducks 
Other meat and edible meat offal, of domestic rabbits 
Other than domestics rabbits 
Of frog's legs 
Of game, other than rabbits or hares 
Kashkaval (Sacele, Penteleu, 
Dalia, afumat Vidraru, afumat Fetesti), of cow milk 
Brinza (Moieciu, vaca, de burduf, 
topita Carpati), of cow milk 
Natural honey 































































Cut flowers and lower buds of a kind suitable for bouquets : Other 
Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, without flowers... 
Fresh 






White and red cabbages 
Other 
Cucumbers 




Aubergines, from 1 January to 31 March 
Pimenta 
Pumpkins and courges, from 1 January to 31 March 




















































































Mushrooms, excluding cultivated mushrooms 
Horse-radish (Cochlena armorica) 
Dried leguminous vegetables..shelled, wether or not skinned 
Other 
Kidney beans, not for sowing 
Other, not for sowing 
Walnuts in shell 
Shelled 
Watermelons, from 1 November to 30 April 
Apples 
Apricots : from 1 August to 31 May 
Other 
Sour cherries, fresh, fromi May to 15 July : from 1 May to 20 May 
Other 
Sour cherries, fresh. 16 July to 30 April : from 11 August to 30 April 
Other 
Plums, from 1 July to 30 September 
























































































Bilberries of the species Vaccinum myrillus 







Fruits falling within headings Nos 0801, 0803, 0804 (except figs and 







Other fruits, dried 
Pears, dried 
Fruit of genus Capsicum or Pimenta, crushed or ground 
Common wheat 
Flour, meal and powder of chestnuts 
Other than chestnuts 
Seeds, fruit and spores 
Chicory roots 
Other animal fats and oils and their fractions 
Sunflower seed oil, crude 

































































































Preserved meat of turkey 
Goose or duck liver, prepared or preserved 
Of swine, other than domestic swine 
Prepared or preserved bovine tongue 
Game 





Other, excluding orange jam and marmalade 
Plum purée and plum paste 
Jams, jellies, marmalades, purées and pastes of cherries with a 
sugar content exceeding 30 % by weight 
With sugar content > 30% by weight. Fruit falling within headings 
Nos 0801, 0803, 0804 (except figs and pineapples), 0807 20 00, 
0810 20 90. 0810 30 90. 0810 40 10. 0810 40 50. 0810 40 90, 
0810 90 

















































(% Of MFN) 
20 
(1) Notwithstanding the rules of interpretation of the combined nomenclature, the wording (or the description of the products is to be considered as having no more than an 
indicative value, the preferential scheme being determined, within the context of this Annex, by the coverage ot the CN codes. 
Where ex CN codes are indicated, the preferential scheme is to be determined by application of the CN codes and corresponding description taken together 
(2) Entry within this code is subject to conditions laid down in the relevant Community provisions 
(3) The quota for this product is opened for Bulgaria. Czech Republic. Estonia. Hungary. Latvia. Lithuania, Poland. Romania. Slovak Republic If imports into ihe Community 
(from all origins) may exceed 500.000 heads for any given year, the Community may take the management measures needed to protect its market, notwithstanding any other 
rights given under the Agreement. 
(4) The quota for this product is opened for Bulgaria. Czech Republic. Estonia. Hungary. Latvia. Lithuania. Poland. Romania. Slovak Republic 
(5) The Community may take into account, in the framework of its legislation, and when appropriate, the supply needs of its market and the necessity to preserve its balance. 
(6) Possibility of converting limited quantities 
(7) Excluding tenderloin presented alone. 
(8) See comments No 14 to 37 on entry prices. Schedule LXXX-European Communities. Section I - A. 
(9) Minimum duty applicable (MFN). 
(10) Minimum duty applicable : 2.2 ECU/100 kg net. 
(11) Subject to minimum import price arrangement contained in ihe Annex to Annex XI for products for processing 
(12) Minimum duty applicable = 11 ECU/ 100 kg net 
(13) The reduction applies only on ilio ad valorem part of the duly 
qy 
ANNEX VI 
List of concessions referred to in article 7.1 d) 
Imports into the Community of the following products originating in Bulgaria 
shall be subject to the concessions set out below : 





























Live horses, for slaughter 
Other 
Live bovine animals : 
160 kg < weight < 300 kg 
weight < 80 kg 
Heifers and cows of the following mountain breeds : 
grey, brown, yellow, spotted Simmental and Pinzgau 
Live sheep or goats 
Meat of bovine animals, fresh.chilled or frozen 
Meat of domestic swine 
Meat of swine, fresh, chilled or frozen, other than domestic 
Meat of sheep or goat 
Edible offal, fresh, chilled or frozen, of bovine animals 

































CN code Description quantity 
(tonnes) 
corriments Duty 













Cuts of ducks, boneless, 
fresh, chilled or frozen 
Breasts and cuts thereof, of ducks, 
with bone-in.fresh, chilled or frozen 
Legs and cuts thereof, of ducks, 




70 % chickens' 























Whole wings, with or without tips, of 
geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Backs, necks, backs with necks attached 
rumps and wings tips, of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Goose paletots, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Goose offal, other than livers, fresh, 













Other meat and edible meat offal, of domestic rabbits 
Other than domestics rabbits 
Of frog's legs 
Of domestic pigeons 







ex0406.90 White brined cheese o! cow's milk ;;no 









































Whole eggs, dried 
Other whole eggs, not in shell 
Natural honey 
Budded or grafted roses 
Trees and shrubs, excluding fruit and forest trees and shrubs other 
other live plants, cuttings and roots, excluding yuccas and cacti not 
planted in pots, tubs 
Cut flowers, fresh 
Cut flowers and flower buds of a kind suitable for bouquets... : Other 
Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, without flowers : 
Fresh 













































































Cucumbers, fresh or chilled (from 16 May to 31 October) 
Sweet peppers 
Aubergines, from 1 January to 31 March 
Celery, other than celeriac, from 1 January to 31 March 
Chantarelles 
Pimenta 




Other vegetables, frozen 
Fruit of genus Capsicum or Pimenta, excluding sweet peppers 
Cucumbers and gherkins 
Fruit of genus Capsicum or Pimenta, excluding sweet peppers 
Mushrooms 
Onions, dried 
Mushrooms, exclu, cultivated mushrooms 
Horse-radish (Cochlena armorica) 
Dried leguminous vegetables.,shelled, wether or not skinned 
Other 
Chickpeas of the speciesCicer anetenum, not for sowing 
Beans, of the genera Phaseolus or Vigna, not for sowing 
Broad, not for sowing 























































































Walnuts in shell 
Shelled 
Table grapes from 15 July to 31 October : from 15 July to 20 July 
from 21 July to 31 October 
Grapes. Other, from 15 July to 31 October 
Watermelons, from 1 November to 30 April 
Apples 
Apples, other than cider apples 
Pears 
Quinces 
Apricots : from 1 August to 31 May 
Other 
Sour cherries, fresh, fromi May to 15 July : from 1 May to 20 May 
Other 
Sour cherries, fresh, 16 July to 30 April : from 11 August to 30 April 
Other 
Peaches : from 1 October to 10 June 
Other 
Plums, from 1 July to 30 September 



























































































Other, fruits dried 
Fruit of genus Capsicum or Pimenta, crushed or ground 
Common wheat 
Millet 
Flour, meal and powder of chestnuts 
Seeds, fruits and spores 
Hops 
Liquorice roots 
Apricot, peach or plum stones and kernels 
Lard for industrial use 


















































































Goose or duck liver, prepared or preserved 
Preserved meat of turkey 
Other 
Cucumbers, preserved 
Fruit of genus Capsicum other than sweet peppers and pimentos 
Tomatoes, prepared 
Tomatoes, prepared 
Fruit of genus Capsicum 
Plum purée and plum paste 
Jams, jellies, marmalades, purées and pastes of cherries with a 
sugar content exceeding 30 % by weight 
Strawberry jam 
With sugar content > 30% by weight. Fruit falling within headings 
Nos 0801, 0803, 0804 (except figs and pineapples), 0807 20 00. 
0810 20 90, 0810 30 90, 0810 40 10, 0810 40 50, 0810 40 90, 
0810 90 
13 % < sugar content <30 % by weight. Fruit falling within headings 
Nos 0801, 0803, 0804 (except figs and pineapples), 0807 20 00, 
0810 20 90, 0010 30 90, 0810 40 10, 0810 40 50, 0810 40 90, 
0810 90 
Other. Fruit falling within headings 
Nos 0801. 0803, 0804 (except figs and pineapples), 0807 20 00, 
0810 20 90, 0810 30 90, 0810 40 10, 0810 40 50, 0810 40 90, 
0810 90 
Apricots, preserved 


























































Apple juice, of a density not exceeding 1.33 g/cm3 at 20*C 



















(1) Notwithstanding the rules of interpretation of the combined nomenclature, the wording tor the description of the products is to be considered as having no more than an 
indicative value, the preferential scheme being determined, within the context of this Annex, by the coverage of the CN codes 
Where ex CN codes are indicated, the preferential scheme is to be determined by application of the CN codes and corresponding description taken together 
(2) Entry within this code is subject to conditions laid down in the relevant Community provisions 
(3) The quota for this product is opened for Bulgaria. Czech Republic. Estonia. Hungary. Latvia. Lithuania. Poland. Romania. Slovak Republic If imports into the Community 
(trom all origins) may exceed 500 000 heads for any given year, the Community may take the management measures needed to protect its market, notwithstanding any other 
rights given under the Agreement 
(4) The quota for this product is opened for the C7.ech Republic, the Slovak Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, Hunpary, Poland, iisionia, Latvia and Lithuania. The applied duty is 0 %. 
(5) The Community may take into account, in the framework of its legislation, and when appropriate, the supply needs ot its market and the necessity to preserve its balance. 
(6) Possibility of converting limited quantities 
(7) Excluding tenderloin presented alone 
(8) In equivalent dried eggs (1 kg liquid = 0.26 kg dried eggs) 
(9) See comments No 14 to 37 on entry prices. Schedule LXXX-European Communities. Section I - A 
(10) Minimum duty applicable (MFN) 
(11) Minimum duty applicable : 2.2 ECU/100 kg net 
(12) Subject to minimum import price arrangement contained in the Annex to Annex XI (Europe Agreement) for products for processing 












" '0207 1051 
0207 10 55 
0207 10 59 
0207 23 11 
0207 23J9_ 
ex 02Of 39 55 
ex 0207 43 15 
ex 0207 39 73 
ex 0207 43 53 
ex 0207 39 77 
ex 0207 43 63 
' 0207" iO 71 ] 
0207 10 79 
0207 23 51 
0207 23 59 
0207 39 53 
0207 39 61 
0207 43 11 
0207 43 23 
ex 0207 39 65 
ex 0207 43 31 j 
ex 0207 39 67 
ex 0207 43 41 
i 
0207 39 71 | 
0207 43 51 ! 
0207 39 75; 
0207 43 61 ! 
ex 0207 39 81 ' 
ex 0207 43 71 : 
Description 
Meat of bovine animals 
Meat of domestic swine 
Meat of sheep or goats 




Cuts of ducks, boneless, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Breasts and cuts thereof, of ducks, with bone in, fresh, 
chilled or frozen 
Legs and cuts thereof, of ducks, with bone in, fresh, chilled 
or frozen 
Geese not cut in pieces, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Cuts of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Whole wings, with or without tips, of geese, fresh, chilled 
or frozen 
Backs, necks, backs with necks attached, rumps and wing 
tips, of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Breasts and cuts thereof, of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 
legs and cuts thereof, of geese, fresh, chilled or frozen 













Rate of duty applicable 
from 1.7.1995 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
free 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
16 100 1500 20% of duty 
(PAELE\EN\0010.wk4) 
ANNEX VII 
Preferential tariff quotas opened for 1995 
HUNGARY (continued) 
CN code ! Description 
s 
0207 50 90 j Poultry livers, frozen, other than fatty livers of 
! geese or ducks 
ex 0406 90 86 j ) Other cheese: Balaton, Cream White, Hajdu, Marvany, 
ex 0406 90 87 | ) Ovari, Pannonia, Trappista 
ex 0406 90 88 j ) 
1601 00 91 i Sausages, dry or for spreading, uncooked 
1602 41*101 Hams and cuts, thereof, of domestic swine 
2309 10 ! Doq or cat food, put up for retail sale 
Conventional I Autonomous 
quotas (1) | quotas 









Rate of duty applicable 
from 1.7.1995 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
(1) Existing quotas opened under Community preferential agreements 
(2) From Uuly 1994 to 30 June 1995 
ANNEX VII 





I CN code 
!! 
i! 
0104 10 30 
! 0104 10 80 
j! 0104 20 10 
|: 0104 20 90 
|! 0204 
Description 
) Sheep other than pure-bred breeding animal 
) Goats 
Meat of sheep or goats 
0201 ) Meat of bovine animals 
0202 : ) 
, 0207 23 11 ) Ducks not cut in pieces, frozen 
I: 0207 23 19: ) 
• 0207 23 51 ) Geese not cut in pieces, frozen 
0207 23 59 ) 
1602 50 31 
1602 50 39 
Prepared meat of bovine animals, in airtight containers 
) - corned beef 

















Rate of duty applicable 
from 1.7.1995 
free 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
13% ad valorem 
;1) Existing quotas opened under Community preferential agreements 
(PAELE\EN\0010.wk4) 
ANNEX VII 




0203 21 10 
Description 
) Carcases and half-carcases of domestic swine 
) : 
0207 23 51 j ) Geese not cut in pieces, frozen 
0207 23 59 ) 













Rate of duty applicable 
from 1.7.1995 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
20% of duty. 





Preferential tariff quotas opened for 1995 
BULGARIA 
CN code i Description 
i 
0207 23 11 | ) Ducks not cut in pieces, frozen 
0207 23 19 i ) 
0207 23 51 i ) Geese not cut in pieces, frozen 
0207 23 59 j ) 












Rate of duty applicable 
from 1.7.1995 
20% of duty 
20% of duty 
free 
Existing quotas opened under Community preferential agreements 
ANNEX VII 
Preferential tariff quotas opened for 1995 
CZECH REPUBLIC 
CN code Description 
0207 23 11 ) Ducks not cut in pieces, frozen 








Rate of duty applicable 
from 1.7.1995 
200 200 20% of duty 
1107 10 99 Malt not roasted, other than of wheat or in the form of flour 33900 2140 20% of duty 
1602 41101 Hams and cuts thereof, of domestic swine 455 220J 20% of duty 
;1) Existing quotas opened under Community preferential agreements 
. ANNEX VII 





0207 23 11 
0207 23 19 
j 1107 10 99 
Description 
) Ducks not cut in pieces, frozen 
) 











Rate of duty applicable 
from 1.7.1995 
20% of duty 
20%ofdutv 
(1) Existing quotas opened under Community preferential agreements 
ANEXO VIII - BILAG VIII - TEIL VIII - ANHANG VIII-
ANNEXE VIII -ALLEGATO VIII - BILAGE VIII 
ANEXO VIII -LIITE VIII - BILAGA VIII 
-ANNEX VIII 
» N C I Dereeho/Told/ 
KN-kode „ „ , . 
¥,VT „ . Zoll / Aaouos/ KN-Code _. , _ . . 
ty x, ' x-r\ Duly / Droit / 
KÙJÔIKOC; ZO _ . ] , 
~V7 . Dazio / Invoerrecht CN code . _ . . . „ ... . 
~ ,







1804 00 00 0% 
1805 00 00 ' 0% 
1806 10 15 0% 
2008 11 10 7.7% 
( 4% 




2101 20 92 
2101 30 11 7.2% 
2101 30 91 8.1% 
2102 10 10 7% 
2102 10 90 8.3% 
2102 20 11 2.8% 
2102 30 00 2.8% 
2103 10 4.1% 
2103 20 5.6% 
2103 30 90 6.1% 
2103 90 90 4.7% 
2106 10 20 7.7.% 
2106 90 92 4.1% 
2203 6.1% 
2205 10 10 0% 
2205 10 90 | 
6Ç 
Montantes bâsicos, considerados par calcular los elementos agricolas reducidos y derechos 
adicionales, aplicables a las importaciônes en la Comunidad 
Basisbelob taget i betragtning ved beregningen af de nedsatte landbrugs elementer og 
tillaegstold anvendelig ved indforsel i Fasllesskabet 
Grundbetràge, die bei der Berechnung der ermâBigten Agrarteilbetràge und Zusatzzôlle, 
anwendbar bei der Einfuhr in die Gemeinschaft beriïcksichtigt worden sind 
BaatKd noad nou £Ar|cp6noav undtjjn yia TOV unoAoyiaLiô TOJV LtexapAnTcôv oroixeiœv KOI 
npôaGsToov ÔaaLicov nou ecpapLtôcpvTai ora aypoxiKd oroixeîa Kcrrd xr|v eiaaYcovri crrnv 
KoivÔTTiTa 
Basic amounts taken into consideration in calculating the reduced agricultural components 
and additional duties, applicable on importation into the Community 
Montants de base, pris en considération lors du calcul des éléments agricoles réduits et droits 
additionnels applicables à l'importation dans la Communauté 
Importi de base, presi in considerazione per il calcolo degli elementi agricoli e dei dazi 
addizionali applicabili all'importazione nella Comunità 
Basisbedragen, in aanmerking genomen bij de berekening van de verlaagde agrarische 
elementen en aanvullende invoerrechten, geldend bij invoer in de Gemeenschap 
Montantes de base tornados em consideraçâo aquando do câlculo dos elementos agricolas 
reduzidos e dos direitos adicionais aplicâveis à importaçaô na Comunidade 
Yhteisôôn tulevaan tuontiin sovellettavia alennettuja maatalousosia ja lisatulleja laskettaessa 
huomioon otettavat perusmaâràt 
Grundpriser som beaktas vid berâkning av minskadc jordbruksbeslandsdelar och tillàggstull 





Trigo blando / Blod hvede/ Weichweizen / MOACIKO atxâpt/ 
Common wheat / Blé tendre / Grano tenero / Zachte tarwe / Trigo 9.771 
mole / Tavallinen vehna / Vete 
Trigo duro /Hard hvede / Hartweizen /ZKATIPÔ atxâpt / Duaim wheat 
/ Blé dur /Grano duro /Durum tarwe / Trigo duro /Durumvehnâ / 15.168 
Durumvete 
Centeno/ Rug / Roggen /ZtKaXri /Rye /Seigle / Segala / Rogge / 
Centeio / Ruis /Rag 9.204 
Cebada / Byg / Gerste / KpiBapt /Barley/ Orge / Orzo / Gerst / 
Cevada / Ohra / Korn 8.751 
Maiz / Majs / Mais / KaAapnoxt / Maize / Maïs / Granturco / Maïs / 
Milho / Maissi / Majs . 7.408 
Arroz descascarillado de grano largo / Ris, afskallet, langkornet / 
Reis, langkôrnig, geschàlt / AnocpAoiojpevo pûÇi uaKpoortepuo / 
Long-grain husked rice / Riz décortiqué à grains longs / Riso 27.175 
semigreggio a grani lunghi / Langkorrelige gedopte rijst / Arroz em 
peliculas de grâos longos / Pitkàjyvàinen esikuorittu riisi / Ris, skalat 
lângkornigt 
Leche desnatada en polvo / Skummetmaslkspulver / 
Magermilchpulver / Anopouxupcouévo yaAa ae QKOVTI / Skimmed-
milk powder / Lait érémé en poudre / Latte scremato in polvere / 28.710 
Magere-melkpoeder / Leite desnatado em po/ Rasvaton maitojauhe / 
Skummjôlkspulver 
Leche entera en polvo / Sodmaelkspulver / Vollmilchpulver / flXripeç 
yà \a ae aKovq / Whole-milk powder / Lait entier en poudre / Latte 
intero in polvere / Vollemelkpoeder / Leite inteiro ein pô / 38.315 
Rasvainen maitojauhe / Mjôlkpulver 
Mantequilla / Smor / Butter / Boûxupo / Butter / Beurre / Burro / 
Boter / Manteiga / Voi / Smôr 55.443 
Azùcar bianco / Hvidt sukker / WeiBzucker / AeuKn. Çàxapn. / White 
sugar / Sucre blanc / Zucchero bianco / Witte suiker / Açùcar branco 32.565 
/ Valkoinen sokeri / Vitt socker 
é¥ 
ANEXO IX - BILAG IX - TEIL IX - ANHANG IX - - ANNEX IX -ANNEXE IX -ALLEGATO IX 
BILAGE IX 
ANEXO IX -LIITE IX - BILAGA IX 
Côdigo NC Dcrcclio / Told / 
KN-kode Zoll / Aaou.ôs / 
KN-Code Duly / Droit / 
Ka)5iKoq ZO Dazio/Invocrrccht 
CN code / Dircilo / Tullit / 






1519 12 00 0% 
1519 30 00 3 .1% 
1704 90 10 8.5% 
1803 . 0% 
1804 00 00 0% 
1805 00 00 • 0% 
1806 10 15 0% 
()0/ 
1901 90 91 ^ 
0°/ 
210120 20 
2101 20 92 ^ 
2101 30 11 7_2% 
2101 30 91 8 .1% 
2103 10 4 . 1 % 
2103 20 5.6% 
2103 30 90 6 . 1 % 
2103 90 90 4.7% 
2104 10 6,6% 
2104 20 8 .1% 
2106 10 20 7_7% 
2106 90 92 4 . 1 % 
2201 0% 
2202 10 0% 
2202 90 10 4 . 1 % 
2203 6 .1% 
2205 10 10 0% 
2205 10 90 
68 
Montantes bâsicos, considerados par calculai- los elementos agricolas reducidos y derechos 
adicionales, aplicables a las importaciônes en la Comunidad 
Basisbelob taget i betragtning ved beregningen af de nedsatte landbrugs elementer og 
tillaegstold anvendelig ved indforsel i Fasllesskabet 
Grundbetrâge, die bei der Berechnung der ermàftigten Agrarteilbetrâge und Zusatzzôlle, 
anwendbar bei der Einfuhr in die Gemeinschaft beriicksichtigt worden sind 
BaatKd noad nou £Àr)cp6naav undipn. yia TOV unoAoyiau.6 TOJV LtexapÀrïTOJv oroixeicuv KCU 
npda6eTC0v ôaoLiojv nou ecpapLidÇovrai ora aypoiiKd oroixct'a Kaxd rr\\/ eiaayujyrj orriv 
KoivÔTTixa 
Basic amounts taken into consideration in calculating the reduced agricultural components 
and additional duties, applicable on importation into the Community 
Montants de base, pris en considération lors du calcul des éléments agricoles réduits et droits 
additionnels applicables à l'importation dans la Communauté 
Importi de base, presi in considerazione per il calcolo degli elementi agricoli e dei dazi 
addizionali applicabili aU'importazione nella Comunità 
Basisbedragen, in aanmerking genomen bij de berekening van de verlaagde agrarische 
elementen en aanvullende invoerrechten, geldend bij invoer in de Gemeenschap 
Montantes de base tornados em consideraçâo aquando do câlculo dos elementos agricolas 
reduzidos e dos direitos adicionais aplicâveis à importaçaô na Comunidade 
Yhteisôôn tulevaan tuontiin sovellettavia alennettuja maatalousosia ja lisatulleja laskettaessa 
huomioon otettavat perusmààràt 
Grundpriser som beaktas vid berâkning av minskade jordbruksbestândsdelar och tillàggstull 





Trigo blando / Blod hvede / Weichweizen / MaAaKo atxâpt / 
Common wheat / Blé tendre / Grano tenero / Zachte tarwe / Trigo 2.792 
mole / Tavallinen vehnâ / Vete 
Trigo duro /Hard hvede / Hartweizen /ZKXTIPO orràpt / Durum wheat 
/ Blé dur /Grano duro /Durum tarwe /Trigo duro /Durumvehnà / 4.334 
Durumvete 
Centeno/ Rug / Roggen /ZtKaÀn. /Rye /Seigle / Segala / Rogge / 
Centeio / Ruis /Rag 9.204 
Cebada / Byg / Gerste / KptOdpi /Barley/ Orge / Orzo / Gerst / 
Cevada / Ohra / Korn 8.751 
Maiz / Majs / Mais / KaAaunota / Maize / Maïs / Granturco / Maïs / 
Milho / Maissi / Majs 7.408 
Arroz descascarillado de grano largo / Ris, afskallet, langkornet / 
Reis, langkôrnig, geschâlt / AnocpAotcouevo pùÇi uaKpôcmepuo / 
Long-grain husked rice / Riz décortiqué à grains longs / Riso 27.175 
semigreggio a grani lunghi / Langkorrelige gedopte rijst / Arroz em 
peliculas de gràos longos / Pitkàjyvàinen esikuorittu riisi / Ris, skalat 
lângkornigt 
Lèche desnatada en polvo / Skummetmœlkspulver / 
Magermilchpulver / AnoPouxupojpévo ycAa as QKOVTI / Skimmed-
milk powder / Lait érémé en poudre / Latte scremato in polvere / 96.027 
Magere-melkpoeder / Leite desnatado em po/ Rasvaton maitojauhe / 
Skummjôlkspulver 
Lèche entera en polvo / Sodmœlkspulver / Vollmilchpulver / (IXiipeq 
ydXa ae ŒKOVTI / Whole-milk powder / Lait entier en poudre / Latte 
intero in polvere / Vollemelkpoeder / Leite inteiro ein pô / 134.101 
Rasvainen maitojauhe / Mjôlkpulver 
Mantequilla / Smor / Butter / Boùxupo / Butter / Beurre / Burro / 
Boter / Manteiga / Voi / Smôr ; 194.050 
Azùcar bianco / Hvidt sukker / WeiBzucker / Aeimn. Çàxapn. / White 
sugar / Sucre blanc / Zucchero bianco / Witte suiker / Açùcar branco 32.565 
/ Valkoinen sokeri / Vitt socker 
ïo 
A N E X O X - B I L A G X - A N H A N G X - ( 1 AP A PT H M A X - A N N E X 
X - A N N E X E X - A L L E G A T O X - B l J L A G E X - A N E X O X -
L I I T E X - B I L A G A X 
R E P Û B L I C A E S L O V A C A 
D E N S L O V A K I S K E R E P U B L I K 
S L O W A K I S C H E R E P U B L I K 
I A O B A K I K H A H M O K P A T I A 
S L O V A K R E P U B L I C 
R É P U B L I Q U E S L O V A Q U E 
R E P U B B L I C A S L O V A C C A 
R E P U B L I E K S L O W A K I J E 
R E P Û B L I C A E S L O V A C A 
S L O V A K I A N T A S A V A L L A S T A 
S L O V A K I S K A R E P U B L I K E N 
^A 
Montantes bâsicos, considerados par calcular los elementos agricolas reducidos y derechos 
adicionales, aplicables a las importaciônes en la Comunidad 
Basisbelob taget i betragtning ved beregningen af de nedsatte landbrugs elementer og 
tillaîgstold anvendelig ved indf0rsel i Fasllesskabet 
Grundbetrage, die bei der Berechnung der ermàfiigten Agrarteilbetrâge und Zusatzzôlie, 
anwendbar bei der Einfuhr in die Gemeinschait beriicksichtigt worden sind 
BaoTKd noad nou e\n<p6qo'av undipq yia TOV unoÀoyiaLid TOV LtexaPAXiTcov oroixeicav Kai 
npôaesTcov ôaancovnou scpapLioÇovrai ora aypoxiKd orotxeia KaTdxriv etaaycoyri omv 
KoivÔTTiTa 
Basic amounts taken into consideration in calculating the reduced agricultural components 
and additional duties, applicable on importation into the Community 
Montants de base, pris en considération lors du calcul des éléments agricoles réduits et droits 
additionnels applicables à l'importation dans la Communauté 
Importi de base, presi in considerazione per il calcolo degli elementi agricoli e dei dazi 
addizionali applicabili all'importazione nella Comunità 
Basisbcdragen, in aanmerking genomen bij de berekening van de verlaagde agrarische 
elementen en aanvullende invoerrechten, geldend bij invoer in de Gemeenschap 
Montantes de base tornados em consideraçâo aquando do câlculo dos elementos agricolas 
reduzidos e dos direitos adicionais aplicâveis à importaçaô na Comunidade 
Yhteisôôn tulevaan tuontiin sovellettavia alennettuja maatalousosia j a lisatulleja laskettaessa 
huomioon otettavat perusmaâràt 
Grundpriser som beaktas vid berâkning av minskadc jordbruksbestandsdelar och tillàggstull 





Trigo blando / Blod hvede / Weichweizen / MaXaKÔ atxàpi / 9.711 
Common wheat / Blé tendre / Grano tenero / Zachte tarwe / Trigo 
mole / Tavallinen vehnà / Vete • 
Trigo duro /Hard hvede / Hartweizen /ZKXTIPO atxdpi / Durum wheat 15.168 
/ Blé dur /Grano duro /Durum tarwe / Trigo duro /Durumvehnâ / 
Durumvete 
Centeno/ Rug / Roggen /ZiKaXn. /Rye /Seigle / Segala / Rogge / 9,204 
Centeio / Ruis /Râg 
Cebada / Byg / Gerste / KpiGapi /Barley/ Orge / Orzo / Gerst / 2,500 
Cevada / Ohra / Korn 
Maiz / Majs / Mais / KaAaunoKi / Maize / Maïs / Granturco / Maïs / 7.408 
Milho / Maissi / Majs ; 
Arroz descascarillado de grano largo / Ris, afskallet, langkornet / 27.175 
Reis, langkôrnig, geschâlt / AnocpXoiûJuévo pûÇi uaKpoomepuo / 
Long-grain husked rice / Riz décortiqué à grains longs / Riso 
semigreggio a grani lunghi / Langkorrelige gedopte rijst / Arroz em 
peliculas de grâos longos / Pitkàjyvâinen esikuorittu riisi / Ris, skalat 
lângkornigt 
Leche desnatada en polvo / Skummetmaelkspulver / 27.436 
Magermilchpulver / AnoPouxupojuevo yàXa ae aK6vq / Skimmed-
milk powder / Lait érémé en poudre / Latte scremato in polvere / 
Magere-melkpoeder / Leite desnatado em pô/ Rasvaton maitojauhe / 
Skummjôlkspulver 
Leche entera en polvo / Sodmselkspulver / Vollmilchpulver / nXripeq 38.315 
ydÀa os aKÔvrj / Whole-milk powder / Lait entier en poudre / Latte 
intero in polvere / Vollemelkpoeder / Leite inteiro ein pô / 
Rasvainen maitojauhe / Mjôlkpulver 
Mantequilla / Smor / Butter / Boûxupo / Butter / Beurre / Burro / 55.443 
Boter / Manteiga / Voi / Smôr 
Azùcar bianco / Hvidt sukker / WeiBzucker / AeuKq Çâxapn / White 32.565 
sugar / Sucre blanc / Zucchero bianco / Witte suiker / Açùcar branco 













Derecho / Told / 
Zoll / Aaofiôs / 
Duty / Droit / 
Dazio / Invoerrecht 













Derecho / Told / 
Zoll / Aaoux>s / 
Duty / Droit / 
Dazio / Invoerrecht 
/Direito/Tullit/ 
Tull 
1704 90 10 
1803 
1804 00 00 
1805 00 00 
1806 10 15 
2101 20 20 
2101 20 92 
2101 30 11 
2101 30 91 
2102 10 10 
2102 10 90 
210220 11 
2102 30 00 
2103 10 
2103 20 
2103 30 90 
2103 90 90 
2104 10 
2104 20 





















2106 90 92 
2202 10 
2202 90 10 
2203 
2205 
2208 10 00 
2208 20 12, 14, 26, 28 
2208 20 40, 62, 64, 86, 88 
2208 30 11 
2208 30 19 
2208 30 32, 52, 72, 82 
2208 30 38, 58, 78, 88 
2208 40 10 
2208 40 90 
2208 50 II 
2208 50 19 
2208 50 91 
2208 50 99 






17.86%, MIN ECU 
1.03/%vol/hl 
ECU 0.92/% vol/lil 
+ECU 5.83/hl 
ECU 0.92/% vol/lil 
ECU 0.08/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 0.83/hl 
ECU 0.08/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.25/% vol/hl 
+ ECU1.75/hl 
ECU 0.25/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 
+ ECU3.29/hl 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 
+ ECU3.29/hl 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/%vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 














2208 90 19 
2208 90 31 
2208 90 33 
2208 90 35 
2208 90 38 
2208 90 41 
2208 90 45 
2208 90 48 
2208 90 52 
Derecho / Told / 
Zoll / Aaafjiôs / 
Duty / Droit / 
Dazio / Invoerrecht 
/Direito/Tullit/ 
Tull 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.85% vol/hl 
+ ECU 3.29/hl 
Ecu 0.75/% vol/hl 
+ ECU2.92 
ECU 0.75/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.75/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/W 
ECU 1.0/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.6/hl 
ECU 1.0/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.6/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 












2208 90 58 
2208 90 65 
2208 90 69 
2208 90 71 
2208 90 73 
2208 90 79 
2208 90 91 
2208 90 99 
Derecho / Told / 
Zoll / Aaojxôs / 
Duty /Droit / 
Dazio / Invoerrecht 
/ Direito / Tullit / 
Tull 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/hl 
ECU 0.92/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
H 
A N E X O X I - B I L A G X I - A N H A N G X I - I l A P A P T H M A X I - A N N E X 
X I - A N N E X E X I - A L L E G A T O X I - B l J L A G E X I - A N E X O X I 
- L I I T E X I - B I L A G A X I 
R E P Û B L I C A C H E C A 
D E N T J E K K I S K E R E P U B L I K 
T S C H E C H I S C H E R E P U B L I K 
T I E X I K H A H M O K P A T I A 
C Z E C H R E P U B L I C 
R É P U B L I Q U E T C H È Q U E 
R E P U B B L 1 C A C E C A 
R E P U B L I E K TSJECHIË 
R E P Û B L I C A C H E C A 
T S E K I N T A S A V A L L A S T A 
TJECKISKA REPUBLIKEN 
?c5 
Montantes bâsicos, considerados par calcular los elementos agricolas reducidos y derechos 
adicionales, aplicables a las importaciônes en la Comunidad 
Basisbel0b taget i betragtning ved beregningen af de nedsatte landbrugs elementer og 
tillaegstold anvendelig ved indf0rsel i Faellesskabet 
Grundbetrâge, die bei der Berechnung der ermàfiigten Agrarteilbetrâge und Zusatzzôlle, 
anwendbar bei der Einfuhr in die Gemeinschaft beriicksichtigt worden sind 
BaaiKd noaâ nou eXrjcpenaav unô^n Yia TOV unoA.oyiau.0 TCOV ^eTapArrraw oroixeia)v Kai 
npôa68T0)v 5aau.a)v nou £9apu.6ÇovTat o ra aypOTiKâ oroixeia Kara TTIV eiaaycùyri crrr|v 
KoivÔTrjTa 
Basic amounts taken into consideration in calculating the reduced agricultural components 
and additional duties, applicable on importation into the Community 
Montants de base, pris en considération lors du calcul des éléments agricoles réduits et droits 
additionnels applicables à l'importation dans la Communauté 
Importi de base, presi in considerazione per il calcolo degli elementi agricoli e dei dazi 
addizionali applicabili all'importazione nella Comunità 
Basisbedragen, in aanmerking genomen bij de berekening van de verlaagde agrarische 
elementen en aanvullende invoerrechten, geldend bij invoer in de Gemeenschap 
Montantes de base tornados em consideraçâo aquando do câlculo dos elementos agricolas 
reduzidos e dos direitos adicionais aplicâveis à importaçaô na Comunidade 
Yhteisôôn tulevaan tuontiin sovellettavia alennettuja maatalousosia ja lisatulleja laskettaessa 
huomioon otettavat perusmàâràt 
Grundpriser som beaktas vid berâkning av minskade jordbruksbestandsdelar och tillàggstull 




. . 100 kg 
Trigo blando / Blod hvede / Weichweizen / MCLACIKÔ aixdpi/ 9.711 
Common wheat / Blé tendre / Grano tenero / Zachte tarwe / Trigo 
mole / Tavallinen vehnà / Vete 
Trigo duro /Hard hvede / Hartweizen /ZKATJPÔ cnxâpi / Durum wheat 15.168 
/ Blé dur /Grano duro /Durum tarwe / Trigo duro /Durumvehnâ / 
Durumvete . 
Centeno/ Rug / Roggen /ZucaXn. /Rye /Seigle / Segala / Rogge / 9,204 
Centeio / Ruis /Râg 
Cebada / Byg / Gerste / KpiGapi /Barley/ Orge / Orzo / Gerst / 2,500 
Cevada / Ohra / Korn 
Maiz / Majs / Mais / KoAaunoKi / Maize / Mais / Granturco / Mais / 7.408 
Milho / Maissi / Majs 
Arroz descascarillado de grano largo / Ris, afskallet, langkornet / 27.175 
Reis, langkôrnig, geschâlt / AnocpAotojuévo pûÇt uaKpdcmepuo / 
Long-grain husked rice / Riz décortiqué à grains longs / Riso 
semigreggio a grani lunghi / Langkorrelige gedopte rijst / Arroz em 
peliculas de gràos longos / Pitkâjyvàinen esikuorittu riisi / Ris, skalat 
lângkornigt 
Leche desnatada en polvo / Skummetmaelkspulver / 27.436 
Magermilchpulver / AnoPouxupujuévo yàXa ox OKÔVT) I Skimmed-
milk powder / Lait érémé en poudre / Latte scremato in polvere / 
Magere-melkpoeder / Leite desnatado em pô/ Rasvaton maitojauhe / 
Skummjôlkspulver 
Leche entera en polvo / Sodmaslkspulver / Vollmilchpulver / nXripeq 38.315 
yàXa oe OKOVTI / Whole-milk powder / Lait entier en poudre / Latte 
intero m polvere / Vollemelkpoeder / Leite inteiro ein pô / 
Rasvainen maitojauhe / Mjôlkpulver 
Mantequilla / S n w / Butter / Boùxupo / Butter / Beurre / Burro / 55.443 
Boter / Manteiga / Voi / Smôr * 
Azùcar bianco / Hvidt sukker / WeiBzucker / AeuKii <;âxapri /White 32.565 
sugar / Sucre blanc / Zucchero bianco / Witte suiker / Açùcar branco 













Derecho / Told / 
Zoll / Aaofiôs / 
Duty/Droit/ 
Dazio / Invoerrecht 













Derecho / Told / 
Zoll / Aaojxôs / 
Duty / Droit / 
Dazio / Invoerrecht 
/ Direito / Tullit / 
Tull 
1704 90 10 
1803 
1804 00 00 
1805 00 00 
1806 10 15 
2101 20 20 
2101 20 92 
2101 30 11 
2101 30 91 
2102 10 10 
2102 10 90 
2102 20 11 
2102 30 00 
2103 10 
2103 20 
2103 30 90 
2103 90 90 
2104 10 
2104 20 





















2106 90 92 
2202 10 
2202 90 10 
2203 
2205 
2208 10 00 
2208 20 12, 14, 26, 28 
2208 20 40, 62, 64, 86, 88 
2208 30 11 
2208 30 19 
2208 30 32, 52, 72, 82 
2208 30 38, 58, 78, 88 
2208 40 10 
2208 40 90 
2208 50 11 
2208 50 19 
2208 50 91 
2208 50 99 






17.86%, MIN ECU 
1.03/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.92/% vol/hl 
+ECU 5.83/hl 
ECU 0.92/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.08/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 0.83/hl 
ECU 0.08/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.25/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 1.75/hl 
ECU 0.25/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 3.29/hl 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 3.29/hl 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/%vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58U1 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.66/% vol/hl 












2208 90 19 
2208 90 31 
2208 90 33 
2208 90 35 
2208 90 38 
2208 90 41 
2208 90 45 
2208 90 48 
2208 90 52 
Derecho / Told / 
Zoll / Aaau,ôs / 
Duty/Droit/ 
Dazio / Invoerrecht 
/Direito/Tullit/ 
Tull 
ECU 0.66/% vol/lu" 
ECU 0.85% vol/hl 
+ ECU 3.29/hl 
Ecu 0.75/% vol/hl 
+ ECU2.92 
ECU 0.75/% vol/hl 
ECU 0.75/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/hl 
ECU 1.0/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.6/hl 
ECU LO/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.6/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 












2208 90 58 
2208 90 65 
2208 90 69 
2208 90 71 
2208 90 73 
2208 90 79 
2208 90 91 
2208 90 99 
Derecho / Told / 
Zoll / Aaofiôs / 
Duty / Droit / 
Dazio / Invoerrecht 
/Direito/Tullit/ 
Tull 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/hl 
ECU 0.92/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
+ ECU 6.58/hl 
ECU 1.03/% vol/hl 
Ce 
A N E X O X I I - B I L A G X I I - A N H A N G X I I - f l A P A P T H M A X I I -
A N N E X X I I - A N N E X E X I I - A L L E G A T O X I I - B l J L A G E X I I 
A N E X O X I I - L I I T E X I I - B I L A G A X I I 
R E P Û B L I C A D E R U M A N I A 
R E P U B L I K E N R U M / E N I E N 
R E P U B L I K R U M Â N I E N 
A H M O K P A T I A T H Z P O Y M A N I A I 
R E P U B L I C O F R O M A N I A 
R É P U B L I Q U E D E R O U M A N I E 
R E P U B B L I C A D I R O M A N I A 
R E P U B L I E K R O E M E N I Ë 
R E P Û B L I C A D A R O M É N I A 
R O M A N I A N T A S A V A L L A S T A 
R U M A N I E N R E P U B L I K E N 
u 
Montantes bâsicos, considerados par calcular los elementos agricolas reducidos y derechos 
adicionales, aplicables a las importaciônes en la Comunidad 
Basisbelob taget i betragtning ved beregningen af de nedsatte landbrugs elementer og 
tillaegstold anvendelig ved indforsel i Faellesskabet 
Grundbetrâge, die bei der Berechnung der ermâBigten Agrarteilbetrâge und Zusatzzôlle, 
anwendbar bei der Einfuhr in die Gemeinschaft berûcksichtigt worden sind 
BaaiKd noad nou eAncpGnaav unôipr] yia TOV unoAoyiapô TOJV |j£TapÂrrra)v oroixeicov «eu 
np6a6eTO)v 5aau.u3v nou ecpappô^ovrai ora aypoTiKâ crroixeia Kara xr)v eiaayajyr] OTTIV 
KoivÔTîyra 
Basic amounts taken into consideration in calculating the reduced agricultural components 
and additional duties, applicable on importation into the Community 
Montants de base, pris en considération lors du calcul des éléments agricoles réduits et droits 
additionnels applicables à l'importation dans la Communauté 
Importi de base, près i in considerazione per il calcolo degli elementi agricoli e dei dazi 
addizionali applicabili all'importazione nella Comunità 
Basisbedragen, in aanmerking genomen bij de berekening van de verlaagde agrarische 
elementen en aanvullende invoerrechten, geldend bij invoer in de Gemeenschap 
Montantes de base tornados em consideraçâo aquando do câlculo dos elementos agricolas 
reduzidos e dos direitos adicionais aplicâveis à importaçaô na Comunidade 
Yhteisôôn tulevaan tuontiin sovellettavia alennettuja maatalousosia j a lisatulleja laskettaessa 
huomioon otettavat perusmâàrat 
Grundpriser som beaktas vid berâkning av minskade jordbruksbestandsdelar och tillàggstull 













1519 12 00 
1519 20 00 
1704 90 10 
1806 10 \5(2) 
1901 90 91 
2008 11 10 
2008 91 00 
2101 20 20 
2101 20 92 
Derecho / / 
Told / Zoll / 
Aaopôs / 

























2101 30 11 
2101 30 91 
2102 10 10 
2102 10 90 
2102 20 11 
2102 30 00 
2103 10 00 
2103 20 00 
Derecho / / 
Told / Zoll / 
Aaou^ôs / 
























2103 30 90 
2103 90 90 
2104 10 
2104 20 00 
2106 10 10 
2106 90 92 
2202 10 
2202 90 10 
Derecho / / 
Told / Zoll / 
Ao.au.6s / 


















Trigo blando / Blod hvede / Weichweizen / MCIACIKÔ orrâpi / 2,792 
Common wheat / Blé tendre / Grano tenero / Zachte tarwe / Trigo 
mole / Tavallinen vehnâ / Vete 
Trigo duro /Hard hvede / Hartweizen /iKÂripô orrdpi / Durum wheat 15,168 
/ Blé dur /Grano duro /Durum tarwe / Trigo duro /Durumvehnà / 
Durumvete 
Centeno/Rug / Roggen /HKaAn. /Rye /Seigle / Segala / Rogge / 9,204 
Centeio / Ruis /Râg 
Cebada / Byg / Gerste / KpiGdpi /Barley/ Orge / Orzo / Gerst / 8,751 
Cevada / Ohra / Korn 
Maiz / Majs / Mais / KaAaunoKi / Maize / Maïs / Granturco / Maïs / 7,408 
Milho / Maissi / Majs 
Arroz descascarillado de grano largo / Ris, afskallet, langkornet / 27,175 
Reis, langkôrnig, geschàlt / AnotpAououevo pûÇi uaKpocrnepuo / 
Long-grain husked rice / Riz décortiqué à grains longs / Riso 
semigreggio a grani lunghi / Langkorrelige gedopte rijst / Arroz em 
peliculas de gràos longos / Pitkàjyvâinen esikuorittu riisi / Ris, skalat 
lângkornigt 
Leche desnatada en polvo / Skummetmaelkspulver / 96,027 
Magermilchpulver / AnoPourupGûuévo yâka. oe OKÔVT] I Skimmed-
milk powder / Lait érémé en poudre / Latte scremato in polvere / 
Magere-melkpoeder / Leite desnatado em pô/ Rasvaton maitojauhe / 
Skummjôlkspulver 
Leche entera en polvo / Sodmselkspulver / Vollmilchpulver / nXripeq 134,101 
yâAa ae GKOVTI / Whole-milk powder / Lait entier en poudre / Latte 
intero in polvere / Vollemelkpoeder / Leite inteiro ein pô / 
Rasvainen maitojauhe /Mjôlkpulver 
Mantequilla / Srruar / Butter / Boùrupo / Butter / Beurre / Burro / 194,050 
Boter / Manteiga / Voi / Smôr 
Azùcar bianco / Hvidt sukker / WeiBzuçker / AEUKT] ^dxapn /White 32,565 
sugar / Sucre blanc / Zucchero bianco / Witte suiker / Açùcar branco 
/ Valkoinen sokeri / Vitt socker 
g 4 
A N E X O X I I I - B I L A G X I I I - A N H A N G X I I I - n AP A P T H M A X I I I 
- A N N E X X I I I - A N N E X E X I I I - A L L E G A T O X I I I - B l J L A G E 
X I I I - A N E X O X I I I - L I I T E X I I I - B I L A G A X I I I 
R E P Û B L I C A D E B U L G A R I A 
R E P U B L I K E N B U L G A R I E N 
R E P U B L I K B U L G A R I E N 
A H M O K P A T I A T H I B O Y A T A P I A I 
R E P U B L I C O F B U L G A R I A 
R É P U B L I Q U E D E B U L G A R I E 
R E P U B B L I C A D I B U L G A R I A 
R E P U B L I E K B U L G A R I J E 
R E P Û B L I C A D A B U L G A R I A 
B U L G A R I A S T A T A S A V A L L A S I A 
B U L G A R I E N R E P U B L I K E N 
s 
Montantes bâsicos, considerados par calcular los elementos agricolas reducidos y derechos 
adicionales, aplicables a las importaciônes en la Comunidad 
Basisbel0b taget i betragtning ved beregningen af de nedsatte landbrugs elementer og 
tillasgstold anvendelig ved indforsel i Fœllesskabet 
Grundbetràge, die bei der Berechnung der ermàtëigten Agrarteilbetràge und Zusatzzôlle, 
anwendbar bei der Einfuhr in die Gemeinschaft beriicksichtigt worden sind 
BaaiKà noad nou eArjcpGnoav unoipn. yia xov unoAoyiou.6 TOJV u.£TapXnrûûv oroixeîœv KOI 
npôa6eT0)v 5aau.a)v nou £cpapu.6cpvrai ora aypoiiKd oroixeia KOTO TT|V eioaycoyri orriv 
KoivôxriTa 
Basic amounts taken into consideration in calculating the reduced agricultural components 
and additional duties, applicable on importation into the Community 
Montants de base, pris en considération lors du calcul des éléments agricoles réduits et droits 
additionnels applicables à l'importation dans la Communauté 
Importi de base, presi in considerazione per il calcolo degli elementi agricoli e dei dazi 
addizionali applicabili aU'importazione nella Comunità 
Basisbedragen, in aanmerking genomen bij de berekening van de verlaagde agrarische 
elementen en aanvullende invoerrechten, geldend bij invoer in de Gemeenschap 
Montantes de base tornados em consideraçâo aquando do câlculo dos elementos agricolas 
reduzidos e dos direitos adicionais aplicâveis à importaçaô na Comunidade 
Yhteisôôn tulevaan tuontiin sovellettavia alennettuja maatalousosia j a lisatulleja laskettaessa 
huomioon otettavat perusmààràt 
Grundpriser som beaktas vid berâkning av minskade jordbruksbestandsdelar och tillàggstull 













1302 12 00 
1302 13 00 
1302 20 10 
1302 20 90 
1519 12 00 
1519 20 00 
1704 90 10 
1803 
1804 00 00 
1805 00 00 
1806 10 15 
1901 90 91 
2008 11 10 
2008 91 00 
2101 10 11 
2101 10 19 
Derecho / / 
Told / Zoll / 
Aaopôs / 
































2101 10 92 
2101 20 20 
2101 20 92 
2101 30 11 
2101 30 91 
2102 10 10 
2102 10 90 
2102 20 11 
2102 20 19 
2102 20 90 
2102 30 00 
2103 10 00 
Derecho / / 
Told / Zoll / 
Aaofxôs / 




























2103 20 00 
2103 30 90 
2103 90 90 
2104 10 10 
2104 10 90 
2104 20 00 
2106 10 10 
2106 90 92 
2202 10 
2202 90 10 
2203 00 01 
2203 00 09 
2203 00 10 
Derecho / / 
Told / Zoll / 
Aaop,ôs / 























Trigo blando / Blod hvede / Weichweizen / MOACIKO arràpi / 2,792 
Common wheat /Blé tendre/ Grano tenero /Zachte tarwe / Trigo 
mole / Tavallinen vehnà / Vete 
Trigo duro /Hard hvede / Hartweizen /IKATIPO orrdpi / Durum wheat 15,168 
/ Blé dur /Grano duro /Durum tarwe / Trigo duro /Durumvehnà / 
Durumvete 
Centeno/ Rug / Roggen /IiKaXn. /Rye /Seigle / Segala / Rogge / 9,204 
Centeio / Ruis /Râg 
Cebada / Byg / Gerste / KpiGdpi /Barley/ Orge / Orzo / Gerst / 8,751 
Cevada / Ohra / Korn 
Maiz / Majs / Mais / KaXaunoKi / Maize / Maïs / Granturco / Maïs / 7,408 
Milho / Maissi / Majs 
Arroz descascarillado de grano largo / Ris, afskallet, langkornet / 27,175 
Reis, langkôrnig, geschâlt / AnocpAoïœuévo pûÇi uaKpooneppo / 
Long-grain husked rice / Riz décortiqué à grains longs / Riso 
semigreggio a grani lunghi / Langkorrelige gedopte rijst / Arroz em 
peliculas de grâos longos / Pitkàjyvâinen esikuorittu riisi / Ris, skalat 
lângkornigt 
Leche desnatada en polvo / Skummetmaelkspulver / 96,027 
Magermilchpulver / Ano3ouTupo)uevo ya\a oe aKovn / Skimmed-
milk powder / Lait érémé en poudre / Latte scremato in polvere / 
Magere-melkpoeder / Leite desnatado em pô/ Rasvaton maitojauhe / 
Skummjôlkspulver 
Leche entera en polvo / Sodmaelkspulver / Vollmilchpulver / 11 Aqpec, 134,101 
yâXa oe aKÔvri / Whole-milk powder / Lait entier en poudre / Latte 
intero in polvere / Vollemelkpoeder / Leite inteiro ein pô / 
Rasvainen maitojauhe / Mjôlkpulver 
Mantequilla / Smor / Butter / Boûrupo / Butter / Beurre / Burro / 194,050 
Boter / Manteiga / Voi / Smôr ; 
Azùcar bianco / Hvidt sukker / WeiBzucker / AeuKn. caxapn / White 32,565 
sugar / Sucre blanc / Zucchero bianco / Witte suiker / Açùcar branco 
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